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TAGI-UNI was established by
HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh in
2013 as a global educational
alliance that facilitates distance
learning
by
working
in
partnership
with
global
professional associations.
Since its establishment in 2013,
TAGI-UNI
has
secured
partnerships
with
very
reputable Universities and
training institutions such as
University
of
Liverpool,
Thunderbird
School
of
Management and many other
providers of online education.
please visit our website
www.tagiuni.com
for more information
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TAGI-UNI is the people’s gateway to the world’s best education, promoting global citizenship
and individual responsibility. Under its mission “to make accredited educational programs
accessible to everyone, everywhere”, TAGI-UNI uses partnerships - comprised of a network
of universities, non-government organizations, training institutions, and language schools as its modus operandi to deliver comprehensive education to a global student body. Thus,
digital education provided by international institutions compels individuals to understand their
interdependence and their interconnected roles in the modern world.
With its vision of “world-class education as a human right”, Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University
seeks to democratize education through a system of channels to open students’ dialogue with
one another, therefore putting the quality of interaction in their hands. TAGI-UNI makes it
possible for the transforming societies to embrace new concepts emerging from the ground up,
given that accessibility to education is paramount for maximizing these societies’ potential.
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University provides boundless world-class higher education across the
globe to learners who may be unable to afford the costs of travel. All programs offered are of
the highest caliber and relevant to global job market needs.

For more information, please visit TAGI-UNI website: www.tagiuni.com
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Abu-Ghazaleh Announces High-level Cooperation
between TechWorks and TAG. Incubator for Innovation

AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Incubator for
Innovation (TAG. Incubator for Innovation)
and TechWorks - one of the Crown
Prince Foundation’s initiatives - signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to
cooperate in various fields including digital
manufacturing and training, and exchanging
consulting services related to technological
devices, machines and equipment needed to
manage innovation incubators.

by TAG.Incubator for Innovation and the
member firms of TAG.Global in partnership
with TechWorks initiative.

Commenting on the signing event, HE Dr. Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh, founder and chairman of TAG.
Global, expressed his pride in cooperating with
the Crown Prince Foundation, represented
by TechWorks, to establish a distinctive and
unique model of partnerships, as well as to
build a digital and creative generation armed
The MoU was signed, in the presence of with technological tools, knowledge and
Foundation CEO, Dr. Tamam Mango, by innovation.
TechWorks Managing Director, Eng. Ismail
Hakki, and Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International Moreover, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh stressed the
Digital University (TAGI-UNI) Executive importance of creating an innovation incubator
Director, Dr. Mushira Enezat.
in every educational institution, pointing
out the need of orienting education towards
Cooperation between the two parties aims at building a generation of digitally capable
implementing digital training programs offered innovators to serve their nation.
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For her part, Dr. Mango expressed her pride in
cooperating with TAG.Global, saying: “This
partnership significantly enhances our vision
aimed to join forces with the private sector
institutions so that we together focus our
support on the youth in Jordan throughout the
Kingdom.”
She stated that the Crown Prince Foundation
pays special attention to technological sectors,
most importantly the digital training programs,
due to their positive impact on developing the
skills and capacities of the youth, as well as
promoting their competitiveness at all levels.
For her part Dr. Enezat said that signing the
agreement falls in line with the directives of HE
Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh in building a national
model of excellence, and an appropriate
environment for the young innovators and
entrepreneurs in order to develop their interest
and curiosity that drive the tech industry.

the importance of such partnerships which
stimulate creativity and contribute to
exchanging technological and technical
expertise. He added that the Foundation has
been always keen on offering and expanding
scope of opportunities to the youth in the
Kingdom with the aim of integrating them
in the process of development and creativity,
pursuant to the Foundation’s approach in
building and improving the skills of the
Jordanian youth, and providing them with the
opportunities that enable them to effectively
play their role towards serving their nations
Eng. Haqqi, on the other hand, stressed and communities.
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‘Abu-Ghazaleh International University’ Participates in
the 2021 ‘Women Economic Forum Caribbean’

AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International
University (TAGI-UNI), a member of Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global), took part
in the 2021 Women Economic Forum Caribbean
(WEF), represented by its Executive Director
of International Educational Programs, Dr.
Mushira Enezat, with a research paper entitled
‘Women in Leadership Positions and their
Role in Digital Transformation in 2021’.
Dr. Enezat’s is the only Jordanian woman
to participate in the first edition of the
Forum, where 45 women were selected
from all over the world to discuss the role of
women in leadership and their role in digital
transformation and distance learning globally.
Furthermore, Enezat gave a presentation on
the Jordanian women’s achievements, as well
as the high positions they have served in. She
also outlined the support they receive from
various organizations in order to represent
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their societies at the local, Arab, and global
levels and institutions, in addition to the
mechanisms to give them equal services in all
aspects of life, since they are the most affected
individuals by the Coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic.
She also stated that the digital empowerment
of women was a primary objective after the
COVID-19 crisis to effectively assist them
in becoming self-reliant to adopt digital
transformation in organizations they manage,
and at the same time seeking to promote equal
opportunities between men and women in all
scientific and practical fields.
Enezat also expressed her appreciation to
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global)
for the great role it plays in supporting
women at work as an implementation to the
vision and instructions of HE Dr. Talal Abu-

Ghazaleh, founder and chairman of TAG.
Global, in supporting women and fostering
an environment of equality in the workplace
based on his belief and confidence in their
essential role at all levels and fields.

Economic Forum Caribbean (WEF) in its first
edition was held digitally, and attended by
around 250 thousand participants from various
countries around the world, in which Dr.
Enezat was selected to be the Ambassador of
the Forum as the first Jordanian Arab woman
It is worth mentioning that the 2021 Women to hold this title.

‘Abu-Ghazaleh International University’ Opens
Registration for 2022 Winter Semester

AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International
University (TAGIUNI), a member of Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG. Global), recently
announced that digital registration for the
winter semester of the academic year 2022 is
open to a variety of professional and academic
programs, in collaboration with the world
major online universities.

education for students from all over the
world, where digital education provided by
international institutions enables individuals
to better understand their interconnected roles
in the modern world.

Moreover, TAGIUNI offers first-class
education worldwide to learners who may
be unable to afford the costs of travel. Which
TAGIUNI seeks to make accredited educational makes it the best gateway for global education,
programs accessible to everyone, everywhere promoting global citizenship and individual
through a wide range of partnerships - responsibility.
comprised of a network of universities, nongovernment organizations, training institutions, For more information about TAGIUNI, please
and language schools, to offer comprehensive visit the University.
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In conjunction with the opening of the 60th session of AIDSMO Executive Board

‘Abu-Ghazaleh Global’ and the Arab Industrial
Development, Standardization & Mining Organization
Sign Cooperation Agreement

AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.
Global) and the Arab Industrial Development,
Standardization & Mining Organization
(AIDSMO) signed a cooperation agreement in
industry and technology fields, at the opening
of the 60th session of the AIDSMO Executive
Board.

exchange, technical consulting and knowledgesharing. It also aims at promoting innovation,
creative and information technology as well
as raising awareness in the areas of industry,
standardization and mining.

At the opening of the 60th session, HE Dr. Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh, founder and chairman of TAG.
The agreement covers cooperation and Global, expressed his pride in the AIDSMO,
coordination in technical support, expertise praising its efforts in keeping pace with the
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rapid global transformation and the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. He also commended the
Organization’s smart response to technology
challenges, as well as, its constant pursuit to
achieve the goals of the Arab technological,
sustainable and comprehensive development.

Moreover, the two parties agreed on forming
a joint working group to discuss means of
exchanging experiences related to information
and communication technology, e-solutions
and digital transformation consulting and
its application, in addition to organizing
and holding specialized workshops and
For his part, Eng. Adel Al Saqer, AIDSMO conferences.
director general, welcomed Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh
and highly commended the role TAG.Global The agreement also covers cooperation in
plays in supporting the Arab organizations. intellectual property, in qualifying the Arab
He pointed out that, since its establishment, cadres and preparing training material for
AIDSMO has been always keen to give special improving information technology skills, and
attention to future industries that are based on in designing new programs to meet the needs
science and knowledge as the cornerstone for and requirements of stakeholders.
industrial development.
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‘Abu-Ghazaleh Digital Platform’ Graduates the 3rd Batch
of Junior Digital Broadcaster Program
AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Digital
Platform for Youth organized a graduation
ceremony for the 3rd batch of participants in the
Junior Digital Broadcaster program conducted
for students of Al-Madar International Schools.
On behalf of HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh,
founder and chairman of TAG.Global, CEO
of Al-Madar International Schools, Dr.
Mohammed Hasan Abzakh, attended the
graduation ceremony.
The TAG Digital Platform was established
to help students become more creative under
the motto “God Created us to be Creative”, in
line with the mission of Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh in
enhancing digital culture among the emerging
Arab generations, and in harmony with the
Royal Vision in developing the skills of
talented young people.
Accordingly, the Platform provides a number
of programs that target students aged between
8-16 years old of both genders who have the
passion for media work.
The Junior Digital Broadcaster program aims
to instill in children the noble goals of the
media profession with its rules and provisions
that govern it to become more objective and
professional to serve the public interest, and
at the same time, conducting media related
activities in accordance with the latest
advancement in the information technology
field in terms of producing, editing, and
presentation.
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It should be noted that the 25-hour training
program was developed and designed by TAG.
Global’s distinguished experts. It consists
of theoretical and practical training and
concludes with a graduation project presented
by students to be awarded a certificate from
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Academy for Capacity
Building (TAG-Academy).
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Follow us:
Shmeisani, Abdel Raheem Al-Waked Street, Building No. 46
Email: info@tagiuni.com
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